
	
	

 

 

Breast Thermography 
This assessment can save your life! 

Breast thermography is a simple way to assess breast tissue. It is 
a non-invasive scan that can see what is going on in your body.   

 

 

 

Our next date for onsite breast thermography 

January 30th and February 2nd  

at The Drugless Doctors 

Call  440.471.4200• Space is Limited • $250 
Breast Thermography includes initial scan and follow up consultation 

 to create the right breast health strategy for you. 

 

The Drugless Doctors  



200l Crocker Road, Westlake, Ohio 44145 

440.471.4200 

 info@druglessdrs.com • druglessdrs.com 

What is Thermography? Thermography (digital infrared thermography--DIT) is a clinical test of structure. It is a valuable procedure for alerting 
your doctor to changes that can indicate early stage of breast disease. DITI uses Digital Infrared Thermal Imaging technology to record and assess 
your breast health with no dangerous side effects.  

What are the benefits?  The benefits of Thermography (DITI) are that it offers the opportunity of earlier detection of breast disease than through 
breast self-examination, doctor examination, or mammography alone.    

What does the thermography detect? It detects the subtle physiologic changes that accompany breast pathology, whether it is cancer or 
fibrocystic disease. 

What happens with the results?  One of the Drugless Doctors can then create a protocol accordingly and lay out a careful nutritional and whole 
body functional restoration plan.   

What if something is found?  The doctors possibly will suggest a follow up appropriate assessment which may include a 3D ultra sound and or 
MRI.   

Who does the service? A certified female Clinical Thermographer will record your history and take thermal images during a private and discreet 
appointment. 

How often should I have the thermography completed?  You will need two sets of imaging done approximately three months apart to establish 
a baseline of your stable pattern, and then the thermography will be completed annually.   

Who reviews the thermography?  Your results are reported quickly by certified doctors and include all color images taking during your test.   It 
takes years for a tumor to grow, thus the earliest possible indication of abnormality is important to allow for the earliest possible treatment and 
intervention. 

What does thermography do for my breast health?  DITI’s role in monitory breast health is to help in early detection and monitoring of abnormal 
physiology. 

Does thermography replace mammography? Thermography is a different method to assess breast health and can be used in conjunction with 
mammograms.   

Who keeps the results? Your thermograms will be kept on record and compared with your annual return to detect any changes in your pattern 
that may indicate breast pathology.  You will receive your results via email. 

Thermography (DITI) Mammography 
Pain-Free Often very painful for many women 
Radiation-Free Uses Radiation to breast tissue 

May contribute to increasing breast cancer 
Compression-Free 
Nothing touches your body 
Totally Non-Invasive 

Can damage implants  
Not as effective for women with implants 
Potential to rupture tumors 

Detection 5-10 years earlier than mammography alone Tumor may be present 5-10 years before it is detectable 
Not as effective for fast growing tumors 

FDA registered medical equipment FDA approved 
Standard images include lymph nodes in the neck, 
breast, and under arms 

Unable to include lymph nodes under arms and neck  

Can detect inflammatory breast cancer Can detect micro-calcifications 
Safe for teens and young women with breast concerns Not recommended for women under 40 due to dense 

tissue and radiation concerns 
85-90% Accuracy, Sensitivity Rate 80-85% Accuracy rate 
A test of physiology (function) A test of anatomy (structure) 
Fewer unnecessary biopsies Can result in unnecessary biopsies for women with dense 

and fibrocystic tissue 
Scans are read and interpreted by Thermologist/MD Scans are read & interpreted by Radiologist/MD 
Ideal for all women, especially those with dense breast 
tissue, fibocystic breasts, implants or who have had 
mastectomies without reconstructive surgery. A useful 
adjunct to other screening methods 

Not an option for all women, due to age, mastectomy 
without reconstructive surgery, or prior radiation 
exposure 

No Doctor referral required Doctor referral required 



	


